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ON ALMOST GEODESIC M A P P I N G S 7r2(e) ONTO RIEMANNIAN 
SPACES 

JOSEF MIKES, OLGA POKORNA, GALINA STARKO 

ABSTRACT . In this paper almost geodesic mappings of type 7r2(e) from a space 
An with an affine connection onto Riemannian spaces Vn will be investigated. We 
find more precise fundamental equations of almost geodesic mappings of type 7r2(e): 
An-+ An. We prove that the set of all Riemannian spaces Vn (n > 4), for which 
An admits almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e), where e = —1, depends on at most 
\n2(n -h 1) -h 2n + 3 real parameters. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

N.S. Sinyukov ([12], [13]) introduced the notion of almost geodesic mappings of a 
space An with an affine connection without torsion onto An and found three types 
of these mappings: 7Ti, 7T2 and 7T3. J. Mikes and V. Berezovsky ([2], [3]) proved 
completeness of this classification for n > 5. Almost geodesic mappings were studied 
by many authors (see e.g. [1] - [6], [10] - [18]). In this work, we present a study of 
almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e) from An onto a Riemannian space Vn. 

2. ALMOST GEODESIC MAPPINGS 

A curve I defined in the space An with affine connection is called almost geodesic 
if there exists a two-dimensional parallel distribution along £, to which the tangent 
vector of this curve belongs at every point. 

A diffeomorphism / : An —•> ~An is an almost geodesic mapping if, as a result of / , 
every geodesic of the space An maps into an almost geodesic curve of the space An. 

A mapping / : An —> An is almost geodesic if and only if, in the common coordinate 
system x = (x1, x2,... , xn) with respect to the mapping / , the deformation tensor of 
an affine connection Phj{x) = r t J(x) - Thj{x) satisfies the relations 

Ah
a0^

aX^X> = aP^0X
aXfi + bXh, 
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where Aijk = Ph
jk + P^Ph

k, Thj (T^) are objects of an affine connection of spaces An 

(An), Xh is any vector, a and b are some functions of values xh and Xh. Hereafter "," 
denotes a covariant derivative with respect to the connection of the space An. 

Almost geodesic mappings of the type 7T2 are characterized by the following condi-
tions ([11], [12], [13]): 

m (*) p!i = S ^ + F^jy, 
[) (b) -?«, = FiFfiafl + FPn + Sfa, 
where 6h is the Kronecker symbol, Fh is an affinor, ipi, ifi, fa, Qi, <Ji are covectors, and 
(ij) is the symmetrization of indices. 

A mapping 7r2: An—> An was called a mapping 7r2(e) by N. S. Sinyukov ([11], [12], 
[13]), if its inverse 7r2(e)_1 is one of the mappings 7f2: An -» An. The mapping 7r2(e) 
is characterized by equations: 

(a) P* = 5hsl>j) + Fh<Pj)-
(2) (b) Fh = Fh

N) + 6\iQj)] 

(c) FhF? = e5*, e = ± l , 0 . 

The equation (c) characterizes the affinor Fh as an e-structure. 
Now we shall show that the equations (2) characterizing the mapping 7r2(e): An -> 

Anj can be precized. The following theorem holds: 

Theorem 1. The mapping f:An-t An is almost geodesic 7r2(e) if and only if, in the 
common coordinate system x with respect to the mapping f, the deformation tensor of 
an affine connection Phj(x) satisfies the relations 

(a) P* = ^ ) + ^ i , ; 
(3) (b) Fh = Fh

N)-6
hF^ 

(c) FhF? = e # , e = ± l , 0 . 

where 6h is the Kronecker symbol, Fh is an affinor, &, <fi, /Zj are covectors, and (ij) 
is the symmetrization of indices. 

The proof of this theorem follows from an analysis of conditions (lb) and (lc). 
As these conditions have their own meaning the following section is devoted to their 
analysis. 

3 . ON e-STRUCTURES GENERATED BY ALMOST GEODESIC MAPPINGS 7T2(e) 

Affinor Fh satisfying conditions (2b) and (2c) will be called e-structure generated 
by almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e). 

Theorem 2. e-structure Fh generated by almost ge'odesic mappings 7r2(e) satisfies the 
relations 

u) 0>) Fcb) = - f y A - - ? . - 5 ^ ; 
() (c) F}F? = eS?, e = ±l. 

where m is a covector. 
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Proof. Let us have an e-structure Fh generated by almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e) 
which is characterized by conditions (2b) and (2c). 

We differentiate covariantly the algebraic conditions (2c) by xj and then we use the 
symmetrization by indices i and j : 

Fh Fa + Fh Fa + FhFr -\ = 0. 

After exclusion of F^ by means of (2b) we obtain 

^ - 7 + K*? + e5>i) + Ffa) = ° • 
After contraction with Fk and symmetrization by indices i and A; we have: 

e*<U + ftajn*?*!! + *?(*?*» + CW) + ^ (FT^a + CW) 

+ etf (Ffti« + .2*) + e#(*77i« + ft) = 0. 

Substituting FE^ by (2b) we obtain the expression 

F?(F?ea + e/x*) + Fh(Ft
a
Qa + e/iO + e c ^ F ^ + Qk) + e5h(Ft

afia + Qi) = 0. 

Analyzing this expression, we see that Fa/ia + ft = 0, i.e. Qi = -Fa/j,a. By 
substitution to (2b) we get equation (4b), resp. (3b). This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 1 and 2. D 

Futher we shall analyze equations (4b). A covariant derivative in the direction xk 

gives 

(5) Fh
Jk + Fh

kj = Fh
N)k - 6hmj)k+ 6 ^ , 

where &>jk = n{iF0
h

)k - 6fcF?)kna, ^ = nitj and mi5 = Ft
afiaj. 

Then we shall alternate (5) by indices i and k and use the Ricci identities: 

Fh
Jk - Fidi = Fhfijk - Fh^ + Fh

m - tfmiifc + 6 ^ - 6hm[ik]+ 6 ^ -

where 6 ^ = e?iJfc- 6 ^ + -^*I&* - *£-*$*> Rijk i s t h e Riemannian tensor of An and 
[i k] denotes the alternation by the corresponding indices. 

In the formula obtained we will change indices j and A;: 

Fh
kj - FfM = F?fit, - F > . + Fhnm - 5hmki + 6^mki - 6hmm+ efiy. 

After addition to the original formula (5) and some corrections we obtain 

(6) 2F*k = Ffmn + Fh
m + Fh

m - 6hmijk) - 6$m[ik] - 6hmm+ fykj, 

where efcfc =Qh
jk+ &kji- e ^ + 2FhR°kji - F?Rh

ajk + F?Rh
aik + FfB^y. 

Hence we have 

Theorem 3. e-structure Fh generated by almost geodesic mappings ^ ( e ) , e = ±1 , 
satisfies the equations (6). 
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4 . ON ALMOST COMPLEX STRUCTURES GENERATED BY ALMOST GEODESIC 

MAPPINGS 7T2(e) 

This part is devoted to the analysis of number of parameters which describe the set 
of all almost complex structure F-1 generated by almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e), for 
e = — 1, in a given space An with an affine connection. 

The following assertion holds: 

Theorem 4. Let An be a space with an affine connection. The set of all complex 
structures Fffe), generated by almost geodesic mappings 7r2(e). depends on at most 
\n(n2 — 1) real parameters. 

To prove this theorem we will analyze equations (4) and (6). We shall apply con
traction of algebraic conditions (4c) : F^F^ = —n, and then covariant derivative in 
direction x* and xk: 

F?Kjk+ *?&=*• 

Substituting (6), we have 

(7) (n - l)/*o*) " ViofiFfFi = ejk, 

where Qjk= F$ Q^k + 2F$Fa
3

k. 

Contracting (7) with FJ,Fk,, we further obtain 

(7') (n - l)iHofi)F?F£ - nw = ea0 FfFf, 

From formulas (7) and (7') follows 

(8) M ( i j ) = 6 y , 

where 0 y = ^ ^ ( ( n - 1) 4 ; + ft* *?-??)-

Futher we covariantly derive formula (8) in the direction xk: 

(9) Vijk + Ato* =©ii,fc, 

and then alternate by indices i a k: 

5 5 

ftjk ~ Pkji + ,"a-R£jfc = B*i,fc - ©*j\i • 

Changing somewhere indices j a k, we have: 

5 5 

Mi.Aij _ PjM + VaR-kij = @ikj - @jJfc,i, 

After addition with the origin formula (9) and after some reductions we get 

(10) IH& = VaRZji + 2 ( % * + ©«J ~ ©;M) • 
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Finally we obtain a system of differential equations of Cauchy type in covariant 
derivatives with respect to unknown functions Fh, Fhp /Xj, /j#: 

h 6 

(11) Fij,k = ®ú"*í 
Hij = IMj \ 

7 

where 

FA. = FA • 

*V* = ®ij* 
l^ij = [Mj \ 

7 
Mij.ifc = ©ijfcj 

2 G&* =• *iVo*) + F > M + *]?/*[« - *>(,•*) - *>[«*] - 6hm{ij]+ egy; 
7 1 5 5 5 
Qijk = Ma-^fcjj + ^ ( ®*.7\* + ©i*-j ~ ©j*,-) • 

Rides sides of equations (11) depend on functions Fh, Fj}, /ii} Lj^- and objects of an 
affine connection of space An. From the other hand, this functions satisfy algebraic 
formulas (4b) a (8): 

(l^j 5 
/*«) =®-J ' 

The system (11) has at most one solution for an initial condition. Initial conditions 
are limited by algebraic conditions (12). It can be easily seen that initial conditions 
have at most 

\n(n*-l) 

independent parameters. This proves Theorem 4. D 

5, ON F-PLANAR MAPPINGS ONTO RIEMANNIAN SPACES 

This section is concerned with certain questions of F-planar mapping from affine-
connected spaces An onto (pseudo-) Riemannian spaces Vn. 

A curve £: xh = xh(i) is said to be F-planar (J. Mikes, N.S. Sinyukov [8]) if, under 
the parallel translation along it, the tangent vector Xh = dxh/dt lies in the tangent 
2-plane formed by the tangent vector Xh and its conjugate FhAa, i.e. 

VtX
h = dXh/dt + T^AQA^ = QlX

h + 02F£Aa, 

where Di and £2 are functions of the parameter t. 
Let in spaces An and An, together with objects of affine connections VA. and TA., 

affinor structures Fh and FA be defined. 
A diffeomorfism / : An-+ An is said to be an F-planar mapping [8] if, under this 

mapping, any F-planar curve An maps into the F-planar curve An. 
Under the condition Rank|IF/1 — gSh\\ > 1 the mapping of An onto An is F-planar 

if and only if the conditions 

(u) (a) P?i = §*i) + F?,Vfli 
(U) (b) F} = aFf + ps}, 
holds ([6], [8]), where i>i(x), <pi(x) are covectors, a(x), fi(x) are functions in the co
ordinate system x which is general with respect to the mapping. F-planar mappings 
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generalize geodesic (if <# = 0 or F* = a<5f), quasigeodesjc, holomorphically projective, 
planar, and almost geodesic of the type of 7r2 mappings (see [6], [12], [13], [19]). 

The following assertion [7] holds. 

Theorem 5. Let An be a space with affine connection, where an affinor Ff(x) is 
defined such that Rank||.f^ - gS^W > 5. The set of all Riemannian spaces Vn, for which 
An admits F-planar mappings, depends on at most \n(n + 5) + 3 real parameters. 

6. ON ALMOST GEODESIC MAPPINGS 7r2(e),e = - 1 , ONTO RIEMANNIAN SPACES 

From analysis of equations (la) and (13a) obviously follows that almost geodesic 
mappings 7r2 are a special case of F-planar mappings. 

Thus we could come to a false conclusion that Theorem 5, which is formulated for 
F-planar mappings, automatically holds for mappings 7r2. 

The problem lies in the fact that the structure F is apriori defined for F-planar 
mappings, but in the case of mappings 7r2 the structure affinor F is unknown. 
_ Thus we must not automatically transfer facts holding for F-planar mappings An-> 
Vn (see [5] - [7]), to the case of almost geodesic mappings 7r2 onto Riemannian spaces. 

For the almost complex structure F with n > 4 the condition Rank|IF/1 - QS^\\ > 5 
holds. Hence with respect to Theorems 4 and 5, we have the followings assertion: 

Theorem 6. Let An (n > 4) be a space with affine connection. The set of all Rie
mannian spaces Vn, for which An admits an almost geodesic mappings 7T2(e), e = — 1, 
depends on at most \n2(n + 1) + 2n + 3 real parameters. 
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